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Abstract

Due to the extreme conditions required to produce energy by nuclear fusion in tokamaks, simulating the plasma behavior is an important but challenging task. We focus on the edge part of the plasma, where fluid approaches are probably the best suited, and our approach relies on the Braginskii ion-electron model. Assuming that the electric field is electrostatic, this yields a set of 10 strongly coupled and non-linear conservation equations that exhibit multiscale and anisotropy features. The computational domain is a torus of complex geometrical section, that corresponds to the divertor configuration, i.e. with an “X-point” in the magnetic surfaces. To capture the complex physics that is involved, high order methods are used: The time-discretization is based on a Strang splitting, that combines implicit and explicit high order Runge-Kutta schemes, and the space discretization makes use of the spectral element method in the poloidal plane together with Fourier expansions in the toroidal direction. The paper thoroughly describes the algorithms that have been developed, provides some numerical validations of the key algorithms and exhibits the results of preliminary numerical experiments. In particular, we point out that the highest frequency of the system is intermediate between the ion and electron cyclotron frequencies.
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1. Introduction

Although the first investigations on magnetic confined fusion trace back to the early 50’s, in Russia, researches on this topic remain of strong actuality with the present construction in Cadarache of the ITER tokamak. Thus, important efforts about the numerical simulation of the plasma behavior are worldwide carried out, and many models are used depending on the part of the plasma which is considered (the core or the edge), on the time scale which is focused on or on the particular objective which is aimed at. Among the modeling strategies, one may essentially discern kinetic (or gyrokinetic), multi-fluid, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) or Grad-Shafranov approaches, see e.g. [31] and references herein. For instance, a direct numerical simulation, see e.g. [24], needs a more accurate description of the evolution of the plasma than the one required for control considerations, see e.g. [7].

Because we are interested in short time scale turbulence phenomena in the scrape off layer (SOL), i.e. in the edge part of the plasma, the approach that we consider relies on the multi-fluid model that results from the moments of the Boltzmann equation expressed for the ions and the electrons, together with Braginskii like closures, as generally obtained using the Chapman-Enskog methodology [4, 10, 23, 28, 37]. Fluid approaches are here relevant, because the temperature in the SOL is less high, i.e. generally of order of millions of degrees rather than hundreds of millions in the core, and also since the geometry may be much more complex. At this point, several variants are possible, leading to the MHD equations [1, 17, 36] or to multi-fluid equations, and...
several simplifications are conceivable. For instance, in the codes BOUT, GBS or TOKAM3X [14, 42, 46],
the so-called drift velocity approximation is used. It mainly consists in solving only for the
components, of the ion and electron velocities, that are parallel to the magnetic field, thus allowing
a drastic reduction in the number of unknowns. Other approaches, based on further simplifications
of the physical model are also possible, see e.g. [5, 6, 40].

Like in [33, 43], we do not use the velocity drift approximation, in order to rely on a more relevant
model to describe plasma turbulence phenomena and also to provide a different and so complementary
approach to more usual investigations. In a first step, we only consider electrically charged particles,
i.e. the ions and the electrons, but a fluid modeling of neutral particles could be rather easily implemented
in this framework. We also assume that at the short time-scales that we consider, the magnetic fluctuations
can be neglected, i.e. the model makes use of the electrostatic assumption.

The resulting set of partial differential equations (PDEs) is solved using a high order numerical
method in view to capture the instabilities that may develop in the plasma. Our numerical approach combines
Fourier expansions in the toroidal direction with a spectral element method (SEM) in the poloidal
plane. Using Fourier expansions more or less allows to address a set of two-dimensional problems rather the
3D one, which of course is efficient to reduce the computational time. In the frame of MHD and extended
MHD, comparable approaches may be found elsewhere [26, 44], and the codes NIMROD [44] and M3D-C1
[21, 30] make also use of a high order approximation in the poloidal plane. The SEM is essentially a high
order finite element method, that makes use in its 2D native form of unstructured quadrangular meshes,
and of the tensorial product of Lagrange polynomials based on the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre nodes, so that
interpolation and quadrature points coincide [12, 19, 32]. The SEM approximation is well adapted to the
complex geometries that are met when considering a tokamak in divertor configuration. Such a configuration
is indeed characterized by the presence of an “X point” on the magnetic line (called the separatrix) that
separates the closed and the open magnetic lines.

In Section 2, we go into the details of the physical model and outline the expected numerical difficulties.
In Section 3, we describe the numerical method, which should be able to handle strongly anisotropic
non self adjoint problems and also to support severe constraints on the time-step. Numerical validation exercises
are provided in Section 4. They illustrate the high order convergence of our algorithm on toy problems
that reflect the expected difficulties. In Section 5, we first define the initial and boundary conditions of
the problem that we want to address, and especially focus on the non-trivial so-called Bohm condition
that should be enforced at the targets. Preliminary numerical results are then provided and discussed. They
point out the stabilizing effect of the Braginskii closures and that the highest frequency of the system is
intermediate between the ion and electron cyclotron frequencies, consistently with the theoretical study
presented in Appendix C. We conclude in Section 6.

2. The physical model

The physical model is essentially a two-fluid ion-electron model as may obtained from the moments of
the Boltzmann equation together with the Braginskii closures. The physical assumptions we make to obtain
this system of PDEs are given in Section 2.1. The complete set of equations is presented in Section 2.2,
whereas the Braginskii closures are recalled in Section 2.3. Finally, in Section 2.4, we describe some of the
difficulties associated to the present model.

2.1. Framework and physical assumptions

The modeling relies on the following assumptions:

(i) A two-fluid ion-electron modeling, based on the equations of conservation of density, momentum and
energy for each species, together with the Braginskii closures, is relevant.

(ii) The plasma is electrically neutral: \( \sum_s n_s e_s = 0 \) (\( n_s \): species density, \( e_s \): species charge, \( s \in \{i, e\} \)).

(iii) The magnetic field \( \mathbf{B} \) is axisymmetric and its fluctuations in time are negligible with respect to the
magnetic field imposed by the coils.

(iv) The electric field is electrostatic: \( \mathbf{E} = -\nabla U \) (\( \mathbf{E} \): electric field, \( U \): electric potential).
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2.2. The complete set of equations

More precisely, the assumption (iv) may be deduced from the assumption (iii) and the Maxwell-Faraday equation since they give: $\nabla \times E = 0$.

In addition to the coupling due to the Braginskii closures, the assumptions (ii) and (iv) induce a strong coupling between the conservation equations for ions and for electrons. The electric potential $U$ may be seen as an additional unknown associated to the constraint of electric neutrality, which translates into a divergence free constraint on the current. Indeed, using the particles conservation equations:

$$\partial_t n_s + \nabla \cdot (n_s u_s) = 0,$$

where $u_s$ is the species velocity, by first multiplying the ion and the electron conservation equation by the ion and electron electric charge, respectively, and then summing, one finds that ensuring the electroneutrality is equivalent to ensure that the current, $j = \sum_s n_s e_s u_s$, is divergence free: $\nabla \cdot j = 0$.

2.2. The complete set of equations

Let us now define the species mass densities $\rho_s = n_s m_s$ ($m_s$: species mass), the species momentums $q_s = \rho_s u_s$ and let us set $w_s = e_s/m_s$. Due to the electroneutrality assumption and for the binary configuration we consider, the ion mass density $\rho_i$ and the electron mass density $\rho_e$ are simply proportional to the total mass density $\rho = \sum_s \rho_i$, i.e. $\rho_s = \alpha_s \rho$, and one can check that $\alpha_s = (1 - (w_i/w_e)^{sgn(e_i)})^{-1}$ (sgn stands for the sign function). The PDEs system that we consider may then write:

$$\partial_t \rho + \nabla \cdot (q_i + q_e) = 0,$$

$$\partial_t q_s + \nabla \cdot (q_s \otimes u_s + p_s I + \Pi_s) = -w_s \alpha_s \rho \nabla U + w_s q_s \times B + R_s,$$

$$\nabla \cdot (w_i q_i + w_e q_e) = 0,$$

$$\partial_t \varepsilon_s + \nabla \cdot (\varepsilon_s u_s + \varphi_s) = -p_s \nabla \cdot u_s - \Pi_s : \nabla u_s + Q_s.$$

The terms not yet defined are those for which the Braginskii closure is needed, namely: the collision terms $R_s$ and the viscous stress tensors $\Pi_s$ in the momentum conservation equations, the collision terms $Q_s$ and the heat flux densities $\varphi_s$ in the internal energy equations. These terms are all defined in Section 2.3.

Such a PDEs system shows ten non-linear and coupled scalar PDEs and ten unknown scalar fields. Of course, the equations for the internal energies, $\varepsilon_s$, yield evolution equations for the pressures, $p_s$, by multiplication by $(\gamma - 1)$.

2.3. Braginskii closures

The Braginskii closures were proposed in the celebrated paper [10]. Here we simply provide expressions that are not associated to any specific coordinate system, especially the local coordinate system such that one of the axis is aligned on the magnetic field. These expressions are those used in our numerical implementation. It should be noticed that variants or alternatives to the Braginskii model do exist, see e.g. [4, 23]. In practice, it would not be an heavy task to implement them.

First, it is needed to introduce the cyclotron angular frequencies $\omega_{cs} = Be_s/m_s$, where $B = |B|$, and the collision times $\tau_s = m_s^{1/2} T_s^{3/2}/(n_s e^4)$. Let us also define $u_{\parallel} = (u \cdot b) b$, with $b = B/B$, for the projection of any vector field $u$ onto the magnetic field lines, and $u_{\perp} = u - u_{\parallel}$. Similar notations are used for the gradient operator, i.e. $\nabla_{\parallel} T = (\nabla T \cdot b) b$ and $\nabla_{\perp} T = \nabla T - \nabla_{\parallel} T$ for any scalar field $T$.

**Collision terms.** The collision terms that appear in the momentum equations compensate. They write $R_e = R$ and $R_i = -R$, with:

$$R = R_u + R_T,$$

$$R_u = -\frac{n_e n_i}{\tau_e} (0.51 u_{\parallel} + u_{\perp}),$$

$$R_T = -0.71 n_e \nabla_{\parallel} T - 1.5 \frac{n_e}{\omega_{ce} \tau_e} b \times \nabla T_e.$$
where \( u = u_e - u_i \). The collision terms in the energy equations write:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_i &= 3 \frac{m_e n_e}{m_i \tau_e} (T_e - T_i) \\
Q_e &= -Q_i - R \cdot u
\end{align*}
\]

**Stress tensors.** The stress tensors decompose in three terms:

\[
\Pi_s = -\eta_\parallel \Pi_\parallel - \eta_\perp \Pi_\perp + \eta_\Lambda \Pi_\Lambda,
\]

with, omitting the subscript \( s \) for the sake of simplicity:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Pi_\parallel &= \frac{3}{2} \left( b \otimes b - \frac{1}{3} I \right) \left( b \otimes b : W \right), \\
\Pi_\perp &= \frac{1}{4} \left( W + 3(Wb \otimes b + b \otimes bW) + \frac{1}{2}(I - 15b \otimes b)(b \otimes b : W) \right), \\
\Pi_\Lambda &= \frac{1}{4} \left( M_b W(I + 3b \otimes b) - (I + 3b \otimes b)WM_b \right),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( W = \nabla u_s + (\nabla u_s)^t - 2/3 \nabla \cdot u_s I \) is the strain rate tensor typical of Newtonian fluids and \( M_b \) is the antisymmetric matrix such that for any vector \( u, M_b u = b \times u \). The coefficients write, for the ions:

\[
\eta_\parallel = 0.96 n_e T_i \tau_i, \quad \eta_\perp = 1.25 \frac{\eta_\parallel}{(\omega_e \tau_i)^2}, \quad \eta_\Lambda = 1.04 \frac{\eta_\parallel}{\omega_e \tau_i},
\]

and for the electrons:

\[
\eta_\parallel = 0.73 n_e T_e \tau_e, \quad \eta_\perp = 2.79 \frac{\eta_\parallel}{(\omega_e \tau_e)^2}, \quad \eta_\Lambda = -1.37 \frac{\eta_\parallel}{\omega_e \tau_e}.
\]

**Thermal fluxes.** Like the stress tensors, the ion thermal fluxes show three components:

\[
\varphi_i = -\kappa_i^\parallel \nabla_i T_i - \kappa_i^\perp \nabla_i T_i + \kappa_i^\Lambda b \times \nabla_i T_i,
\]

where:

\[
\kappa_i^\parallel = 3.9 \frac{n_e T_i \tau_i}{m_i}, \quad \kappa_i^\perp = 0.51 \frac{\kappa_i^\parallel}{(\omega_e \tau_i)^2}, \quad \kappa_i^\Lambda = 0.64 \frac{\kappa_i^\parallel}{\omega_e \tau_i}.
\]

The electron thermal fluxes write, again with \( u = u_e - u_i \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\varphi_e &= \varphi_a^e + \varphi_T^e, \\
\varphi_a^e &= n_e T_e (0.71u + \frac{1.5}{\omega_e \tau_e} b \times u), \\
\varphi_T^e &= -\kappa_e^\parallel \nabla_i T_e - \kappa_e^\perp \nabla_i T_e + \kappa_e^\Lambda b \times \nabla T_e, \\
\kappa_e^\parallel &= 3.2 \frac{n_e T_e \tau_e}{m_e}, \quad \kappa_e^\perp = 1.47 \frac{\kappa_e^\parallel}{(\omega_e \tau_e)^2}, \quad \kappa_e^\Lambda = 0.78 \frac{\kappa_e^\parallel}{\omega_e \tau_i}.
\end{align*}
\]

2.4. **Expected difficulties**

Let us underline some difficulties associated to the present modeling:

- The PDEs system clearly associates equations that usually correspond to description of compressible flows on the one hand, and to the description of incompressible fluids on the other. This is especially obvious when deriving equations for the total momentum and for the current, see [9]. The governing equations for the momentum are then typical of compressible flows, whereas those for the current are typical of incompressible ones, with the electric potential associated to the divergence free constraint.
• The problem exhibits some multi-scale features. As well known, the particles trajectories show a spiral motion around the magnetic lines, which “Larmor radius” is very small with respect to a characteristic size of the plasma, see e.g. [13, 18]. This multi-scale feature in space is associated to a multiscale feature in time, because the “cyclotron frequency” is much smaller than e.g. the discharge time.

• The electrons are about 2000 times lighter than the ions. In the frame of MHD approaches, this justifies the generalized Ohm law, which is obtained when neglecting the inertial terms in the electron momentum equation.

• The magnetic field is very strong in tokamaks. This leads, in our numerical algorithm, to a strong anisotropic problem on the electrical potential $U$, see Section 3.1.2.

• The Braginskii closures introduce a complex nonlinear coupling between the equations together with strong anisotropy phenomena.

  – The diffusion phenomena are essentially aligned on the magnetic lines, which is mainly associated to the fact that the magnetic field is strong. From the expressions given in Section 2.3, one can observe that

  $$\frac{\eta_\perp}{\eta_\parallel} \propto \frac{\kappa_\perp}{\kappa_\parallel} \propto \frac{1}{(\omega_c \tau)^2}, \quad \frac{\eta_\wedge}{\eta_\parallel} \propto \frac{\kappa_\wedge}{\kappa_\parallel} \propto \frac{1}{\omega_c \tau}.$$  

Some values, typical of the core and of the edge parts of the plasma, of the anisotropy factor $\omega_c \tau$ are provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma core</th>
<th>Plasma edge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T (K)$</td>
<td>$1.16 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n (m^{-3})$</td>
<td>$10^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{ce} \tau_c$</td>
<td>$3.93 \times 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{ci} \tau_i$</td>
<td>$1.12 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Values of the product $\omega_c \tau$ for the ions and the electrons and for temperature-density pairs typical of the core and of the edge of the plasma

  – The parallel transport coefficients $\eta_\parallel$ and $\kappa_\parallel$ may show very high values. Assuming the following reference values (i.e. those used in Section 5): $T^* = 100 \text{eV}$, $n^* = 10^{19} \text{m}^{-3}$, $l^* = 2 \text{m}$, $m^* = m_{\text{proton}}$ and $e^* = e$, and if we set $u^* = \sqrt{T^*/m^*} = 97861 \text{m}^{-1}$ and $t^* = l^*/u^* = 2.04 \times 10^{-5} \text{s}$, then one obtains the results shown in Table 2, for both the ions and the electrons and for two different temperature levels typical of the plasma edge. Such large values may however be nonphysical because if increasing too much the temperature and thus the mean free path, the plasma becomes nearly collisionless and so the Braginskii closures are less relevant. This issue is e.g. addressed in [20]. From numerical point of view, large values of $\kappa_\parallel$ and $\eta_\parallel$ imply strong stability constraints within an explicit time marching, since the time-step should scale as their inverses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$f_c$</th>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>$\eta_\parallel$</th>
<th>$\kappa_\parallel$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ions</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>291.8</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrons</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.36 $10^5$</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ions</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>106.02</td>
<td>430.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrons</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.58 $10^5$</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>10709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dimensionless temperature, density, cyclotron frequency, collision time and parallel transport coefficients for the momentum and energy conservation equations.
3. Numerical method

The time discretization is described in Section 3.1 and the formulation of the space discretization is explained in Section 3.2. The anisotropy feature is discussed in Section 3.3. More specific details about the numerical algorithm are given in Section 3.4.

3.1. Time scheme

Due to the strong couplings and non-linearities of the PDEs system, one may prefer an explicit time-scheme rather than an implicit one. However, the Lorentz forces should be treated implicitly to avoid numerical instabilities. Indeed, the approximation with an Euler forward scheme of the Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE): $\partial_t q = q \times B$ is unstable, since the exact solution of the ODE is such that:

$$q \cdot \partial_t q = 0, \quad |q| = \text{Constant}$$

$$b \cdot \partial_t q = 0, \quad q_i = \text{Constant}$$

whereas the Euler forward approximation yields: $(q_1^{n+1})^2 = (q_1^n)^2 + (\delta t |B| q_1^n)^2$, with $\delta t$ for the time step.

Another source of difficulty is the divergence free constraint on the current. In [9], we suggested to use an implicit-explicit Runge Kutta method (IMEX RK [2]) for the PDEs system of conservation equations, associated to a projection method, at the end of each RK step, for the divergence free constraint. On the basis of the Helmholtz decomposition of any (sufficiently smooth) vector field into gradient and rotational parts, the projection step consisted in, first, computing the electric potential that allows to enforce the divergence free constraint and, then, updating in consequence the ion and electron momentums. However, it has turned out that such a rather natural approach was not satisfactory, yielding time-step dependent results. Some explanations on a simplified model are provided in Appendix C.2. To overcome this difficulty, hereafter we suggest to use a Strang splitting scheme that allows to address the Lorentz force and the divergence free constraint consistently in the same implicit sub-step.

3.1.1. The splitting scheme

Let us recall that, for the PDE: $\partial_t u + L(u) = 0$, with $L \equiv L_1 + L_2$, the Strang splitting consists in solving, with $n$ for the time index:

$$\partial_t u + L_1(u) = 0, \quad t \in (t_n, t_{n+1/2}), \quad u(t_n) \simeq u_n \rightarrow \tilde{u}^{n+1/2} \simeq u(t_{n+1/2})$$

$$\partial_t u + L_2(u) = 0, \quad t \in (t_n, t_{n+1}), \quad u(t_n) \simeq \tilde{u}^{n+1/2} \rightarrow u^{n+1/2} \simeq u(t_{n+1})$$

$$\partial_t u + L_1(u) = 0, \quad t \in (t_{n+1/2}, t_{n+1}), \quad u(t_{n+1/2}) \simeq u^{n+1/2} \rightarrow u^{n+1} \simeq u(t_{n+1})$$

The splitting that we suggest makes use of the structure above. We consider for the System I:

$$\partial_t \rho + \nabla \cdot (q_i + q_e) = 0,$$

$$\partial_t q_s + \nabla \cdot (q_s \otimes u_s + p_s I + \Pi_s) = R_s,$$

$$\partial_t p_s + \nabla \cdot (p_s u_s + (\gamma - 1) \rho) = (\gamma - 1)(-p_s \nabla \cdot u_s - \Pi_s \cdot \nabla u_s + Q_s),$$

and we include the Lorentz force and the divergence free constraint in the System II:

$$\partial_t q_s = -w_s \alpha_s \rho \nabla U + w_s q_s \times B,$$

$$\nabla \cdot (w_s q_i + w_s q_e) = 0.$$
overcome this difficulty without impacting dramatically the computational time, a sub-time cycling technique is implemented to integrate the System I with a sub-time-step $\delta t/s$, where $s$ is the number of subcycles.

The Strang splitting is second order accurate as soon as the schemes used for each step are at least second order accurate, which is the case in our implementation by using RK schemes of order 3. However, it is worth noting that System II will be supplemented with boundary condition to ensure it is well posed. This may lead to enforce some artificial boundary conditions on the electric potential, possibly resulting in some loss of accuracy of the potential approximation. This phenomenon is well known for projection method in incompressible fluid mechanics, which approximates the pressure at an order lower than for the velocity, see e.g. [25].

3.1.2. Resolution of System II. Computation of the potential

The System II can be recasted to an elliptic problem on the electric potential. At each DIRK step, one has indeed to compute $q_i$, $q_e$ and $U$ such that:

$$q_s = \tilde{q}_s + a \delta t (-w_s \alpha_s \rho \nabla U - w_s B M_b q_s), \quad s \in \{i, e\}$$

$$\nabla \cdot \sum_s w_s q_s = 0,$$

where $\tilde{q}_s$ is the previous RK estimate of $q_s$, $a$ the diagonal coefficient (Butcher tableau) of the DIRK scheme, $\delta t$ the time-step and $M_b$ the antisymmetric matrix introduced previously such that $b \times q_s = M_b q_s$. Then, expressing the current and taking its divergence yields:

$$\nabla \cdot A \nabla U = \sum_s w_s \nabla \cdot A_s \tilde{q}_s,$$

where $A = \rho \sum_s A_s a \delta t w_s^2 \alpha_s$ and $A_s = (I + a \delta t w_s B M_b)^{-1}$. A calculation, postponed to Appendix A, shows that the matrix $A_s$ can be expressed as follows:

$$A_s = (I - \gamma_s B M_b + \gamma_s^2 B \otimes B)/(1 + \gamma_s^2 B^2), \quad \text{with } \gamma_s = a \delta t w_s.$$

Then, it readily follows from the equality:

$$(x, x + \gamma_s x \times B + \gamma_s^2 B (B \cdot x)) = (x, x) + \gamma_s^2 (B \cdot x)^2,$$

that $A_s$ is coercive and, since $a \delta t w_s^2 \alpha_s \rho > 0$, $A$ is also coercive.

Thus, $U$ solves a non self adjoint elliptic equation which is well posed, from the Lax-Milgram theorem, in the Sobolev space $H^1$ if Dirichlet conditions are considered or in $H^1/\mathbb{R}$ with admissible Neumann conditions.

Once the potential $U$ is known, one can compute the ion and electron momentums from:

$$q_s = A_s (\tilde{q}_s - a \delta t w_s \alpha_s \rho \nabla U).$$

The following remarks can be expressed:

- The matrices $A_s$ depend on the time-step and on the RK step number, through the coefficient $a$, except if the DIRK scheme is such that its diagonal coefficient (in the Butcher tableau) is constant (this is the case in our implementation).

- The problem (2) exhibits an anisotropy structure, see Section 3.3.

- A natural boundary condition that yields a well posed problem, is obtained by applying the divergence theorem to both sides of (2) and stating that the equality is verified everywhere on the boundary

$$\left( A \nabla U - \sum_s w_s A_s \tilde{q}_s \right) \cdot n = 0,$$

where $n$ is the unit outwards vector normal to the boundary $\Gamma$ of the computational domain. By summing the equation (4), expressed for the ions and the electrons and weighted by the coefficients $w_s$, one easily checks that the boundary condition (5) is equivalent to the condition $j \cdot n = 0$, i.e. an impermeability condition for the current, which of course is consistent with the divergence free constraint.
3.2. Fourier-SEM spatial approximation

The tokamak is represented in cylindrical coordinates by the domain $\Omega = \hat{\Omega} \times [0, 2\pi]$, with $(r, z) \in \hat{\Omega}$ and $\theta \in [0, 2\pi]$. The Fourier-SEM method consists of using a Fourier approximation in the toroidal direction $\theta$ and the SEM in the poloidal plane $\Omega$. Hence, let us introduce an integer $K_\theta$ which stands for the number of grid points (or $r\theta$-planes) used for the discretization in the toroidal direction, an unstructured quadrangular mesh of the poloidal plane $\Omega$ and an integer $N$ which stands for the polynomial approximation degree in each element. We denote by $\varphi_m(r, z)$ the SEM basis function associated to the grid point of index $m$ in $\hat{\Omega}$. Recall that, on the reference element, SEM basis functions are obtained by tensorial product of the Lagrange polynomials (of degree $N$) based on the $N + 1$ Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre 1D nodes.

For the sake of simplicity we first focus on the toy PDE:

$$\partial_t u + \nabla \cdot f = s,$$

where $f$ is typically a diffusion flux term, to which an integration by parts is to be applied. The advection flux term is assumed included in the source term $s$. The weak formulation of this PDE writes:

$$\int_\Omega \psi \partial_t u \, d\Omega + \int_\Gamma \psi f \cdot d\Gamma - \int_\Omega f \cdot \nabla \psi \, d\Omega = \int_\Omega \psi s \, d\Omega.$$

In the Fourier space, $u \simeq \sum_k \hat{u}_k(r, z) e^{i k \theta}$, with $|k| \leq K_\theta/2$ and $i^2 = -1$. The $\hat{u}_k$ and $\hat{u}_{-k}$ are complex conjugate since $u$ is a real function. It is natural to use, in each spectral element, basis functions of the form $\varphi_m(r, z) e^{i k \theta}$. Then, since (i) in the cylindrical coordinate system $d\Omega = r \, dr \, d\theta \, d\Omega$ and (ii) the $L^2$ hermitian product, in $\theta \in (0, 2\pi)$, of $e^{i k \theta}$ and $e^{i l \theta}$ equals $2\pi \delta_{k-l}$, one obtains the expression that should hold for any Fourier mode $k$ and any SEM basis function $\varphi_m(r, z)$:

$$\int_\Omega r \varphi_m \partial_t \hat{u}_k \, d\Omega + \int_\Gamma r \varphi_m \hat{f}_k \cdot d\Gamma - \int_\Omega r \hat{f}_k \cdot \nabla \varphi_m \, d\Omega = \int_\Omega r \varphi_m \hat{s}_k \, d\Omega,$$

where, if using the usual dot product: $\nabla \varphi_m = (\partial_r \varphi_m, -ik \varphi_m/r, \partial_z \varphi_m)$.

Things are slightly more complicated in the vectorial case

$$\partial_t u + \nabla \cdot f = s,$$

where $f$ is now a second order tensor. After multiplication by the vector test function $v$ and integration by parts, one finds:

$$\int_\Omega v \cdot \partial_t u \, d\Omega + \int_\Gamma v \cdot f \, d\Gamma - \int_\Omega f \cdot \nabla v \, d\Omega = \int_\Omega v \cdot s \, d\Omega.$$

Taking into account the cross terms in the divergence operator, when expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system, and specializing the components of $v$ to the $r$, $\theta$ and $z$ components of the PDE one obtains:

$$\int_\Omega v_r \partial_t u_r \, d\Omega + \int_\Gamma v_r (f d\Gamma)_r = \int_\Omega (f_r \cdot \nabla v_r + f_{\theta r} v_r/r) \, d\Omega + \int_\Omega v_r s_r \, d\Omega,$$

$$\int_\Omega v_\theta \partial_t u_\theta \, d\Omega + \int_\Gamma v_\theta (f d\Gamma)_\theta = \int_\Omega (f_\theta \cdot \nabla v_\theta - f_{r \theta} v_\theta/r) \, d\Omega + \int_\Omega v_\theta s_\theta \, d\Omega,$$

$$\int_\Omega v_z \partial_t u_z \, d\Omega + \int_\Gamma v_z (f d\Gamma)_z = \int_\Omega (f_z \cdot \nabla v_z) \, d\Omega + \int_\Omega v_z s_z \, d\Omega,$$

where for example, $f_r = (f_{rr}, f_{r\theta}, f_{rz})$. The corresponding expressions in Fourier space follow easily.

Finally, one should address the elliptic potential equation (2), that may write, with obvious notation:

$$\nabla \cdot A \nabla U = \nabla \cdot s.$$
In weak form and assuming the natural boundary condition (5), one obtains:

\[ \int_{\Omega} A \nabla U \cdot \nabla v \, d\Omega = \int_{\Omega} s \cdot \nabla v \, d\Omega. \]

One notices that tensor \( A \) only depends on \( \theta \) via the density \( \rho \). Let us assume, in a first step, that \( \rho(r, \theta, z) \approx \hat{\rho}_0(r, z) \), then one obtains for each Fourier mode \( k \):

\[ \int_{\hat{\Omega}} r A \hat{\nabla} U_k \cdot \hat{\nabla} \varphi_m \, d\hat{\Omega} = \int_{\hat{\Omega}} r \hat{s}_k \cdot \hat{\nabla} \varphi_m \, d\hat{\Omega}. \]

Thus, we have substituted a set of 2D like problems to the initial 3D one. The methodology is then standard, setting up a stiffness matrix, the right hand side and then solving. However, on the contrary of what will be obtained for a Poisson equation, it should be noticed that the real and imaginary parts of each mode are coupled by the non-diagonal terms of the tensor \( A \).

The space variations of \( \rho \) mainly occur in the poloidal plane, so that one only expects small fluctuations in the toroidal direction. To take them into account one may think to use a fixed point procedure, but this remains to be included in our numerical implementation.

### 3.3. Anisotropic diffusion

As already mentioned, the Braginskii closures yield strongly anisotropic problems. When using a mesh non-aligned on the magnetic field, difficulties are then generally observed [15, 16, 27]. Typically, one should handle expressions of the form:

\[ \varphi = -\kappa_\parallel \nabla_\parallel T - \kappa_\perp \nabla_\perp T + \kappa_\wedge (b \times \nabla T). \]

To this end, we introduce a diffusion tensor such that, see [9] for details:

\[ \varphi = -K \nabla T, \quad K = (\kappa_\parallel - \kappa_\perp) b \otimes b + \kappa_\perp I + \kappa_\wedge M_b \]

that can be easily handled thanks to the weak formulation on which relies the SEM.

For the sake of completeness, let us mention that [9]:

- The \( \nabla \cdot \kappa_\wedge (b \times \nabla T) \) term behaves like a transport term with velocity
  \[ u_\wedge = \nabla \kappa_\wedge \times b + \kappa_\wedge \nabla \times b \]

  It is thus associated to curvature effects or to the inhomogeneity of the temperature dependent \( \kappa_\wedge \) coefficient.

- Using the Fourier-SEM approach, satisfactory numerical results have been obtained. Especially, as in [22] we have considered a test-case proposed by the Center for Extended Magnetohydrodynamics Modeling (CEMM), namely the “evolution of a Gaussian pulse”. For this unsteady diffusion problem in a torus and using a mesh non aligned on the magnetic field lines, very satisfactory results have been obtained for the extreme case \( \kappa_\perp / \kappa_\parallel = 0 \). Moreover, comparisons carried out with \( P_1 \) finite elements have outlined the importance of using a high order method, if not using a mesh aligned on the magnetic lines [8].

At this point, it is of interest to point out that independently of the Braginskii closures, the elliptic PDE that the potential solves, see (2), also shows a strong anisotropy. Indeed, the diffuse flux \( A \nabla U \) can be recasted as follows:

\[ A \nabla U = A_\parallel \nabla_\parallel U + A_\perp \nabla_\perp U + A_\wedge (b \times \nabla U), \]
3.4. Computational details
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This points at the anisotropy ratio:

$$\frac{A_\perp}{A_\parallel} = \frac{\sum_s w_s^2 \alpha_s}{\sum_s w_s^2 \alpha_s}. $$

Clearly, this ratio depends on the time-step through the coefficients $\gamma_s$. In the limit $\delta t = 0$, one has $A_\perp / A_\parallel = 1$. More interesting, one can estimate this ratio for the following extreme values of the time-step: $\delta t = 2 \pi / \omega_{ci}$ and $\delta t = 2 \pi / \omega_{ce}$, that are associated to the ion and electron cyclotron angular frequencies. We find, in the first case $A_\perp / A_\parallel \approx 5.01 \times 10^{-5}$ and in the second case $A_\perp / A_\parallel \approx 9.24 \times 10^{-2}$. Hence, for the values of the time step used in the simulations, the potential solves a strongly anisotropic elliptic PDE.

3.4. Computational details

- In order to evaluate in the most accurate way the advective and diffusive fluxes, it is a priori preferable to formulate them in terms of the computational variables, i.e. the density and the ion and electron momentum and pressures. Thus, from $p_s = \rho_s T_s$ and $q_s = \rho_s u_s$, one obtains for the temperature and velocity gradients:

$$\partial_j T_s = T_s \left( \frac{\partial_j p_s}{p_s} - \frac{\partial_j \rho}{\rho} \right), $$

$$\partial_j u_s^t = \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \partial_j q_s^t / \alpha_s - u_s^t \partial_j \rho \right).$$

Let us recall that in the cylindrical coordinate system the velocity gradient tensor shows cross terms:

$$\nabla u^s = \begin{pmatrix} \partial_r u^t_s & -\frac{1}{r} \partial_\theta u^t_s & \partial_z u^t_s \\ -\frac{1}{r} \partial_\theta u^r_s & \partial_r u^r_s & \frac{1}{r} \partial_\theta u^r_s \\ \partial_z u^r_s & -\frac{1}{r} \partial_\theta u^r_s & \partial_z u^z_s \end{pmatrix},$$

and that its trace equals the divergence of the velocity.

Concerning the advective fluxes one uses:

$$\nabla \cdot (q_s \otimes u_s + p_s I) = \nabla q_s \cdot u_s + \nabla \cdot u_s q_s + \nabla p_s.$$

- To solve the algebraic system associated to the potential, we use a static condensation technique: The unknowns associated to the inner grid-points of each element are eliminated, so that one only solves for the unknowns located on the edges of the elements. The algorithm is the one described in [34]. The system is then of smaller dimension, i.e. $O(N)$ rather than $O(N^2)$ ($N$, polynomial approximation degree) and better conditioned, i.e. $O(N)$ rather than $O(N^3)$ [38].

- A BICGSTAB algorithm is used to solve this non-symmetric algebraic system for the potential. In a matrix free implementation of the method, we are limited to the use of a Jacobi preconditioner. When assembling the stiffness matrix (in sparse manner), the best results have been obtained with the algebraic multigrid preconditioner HYPRE used through the PETSc software. It requires only a few iterations of the BICGSTAB algorithm.

- In the explicit part, a spectral vanishing viscosity (SVV) technique is used for stabilization, see e.g. [47].
• Isoparametric mappings may be used to take into account the curvature, in the poloidal plane, of the boundary of the computational domain. The technique is based on a bending procedure similar to the one proposed in [34] for triangular elements.

4. Numerical validation

In this Section we focus on the key algorithms of the present Fourier-SEM method and provide numerical validations by comparison to exact solutions. First, the accuracy of the method is quantified for an anisotropic diffusion problem inspired from a test case proposed by the CEMM. Second, the efficiency of the algorithm proposed for the resolution of System II is checked for the toy problem described in Appendix C.

4.1. Anisotropic diffusion with exact solution

The computational domain is a torus with axis at \((r_0, z = 0)\). Given a function \(\psi(r, z)\) that only depends on the distance to the torus axis, as in [22] we define the magnetic field as:

\[
\mathbf{B} = \nabla \times \left( \frac{\psi}{r} \mathbf{e}_\theta \right) + \frac{1}{r} \mathbf{e}_\theta \left( \partial_z \psi \mathbf{e}_r + \mathbf{e}_r - \partial_r \psi \mathbf{e}_z \right),
\]

and we choose: \(\psi = C_\psi \ln(1 + ((r - r_0)^2 + z^2)/a^2)\), \(C_\psi = a^2/(2r_0q_0)\) with \(r_0 = 3\) and \(a = q_0 = 1\). The resulting field lines are then helically wrapped on toroidal surfaces, i.e. of constant distance to the torus axis.

In [22] tests were carried out for a steady axisymmetric diffusion problem, using the diffusion coefficients \(\kappa_\parallel = 1\) and \(\kappa_\perp = 10^{-9}\).

Here we consider the extreme anisotropic case such that \(\kappa_\perp/\kappa_\parallel = 0\), i.e. with diffusion tensor \(K = \kappa_\parallel \mathbf{B} \otimes \mathbf{B}/B^2\). Such a problem is generally ill posed in the steady case, but is well posed in the unsteady one:

\[
\partial_t u + \nabla \cdot (K \nabla u) = s.
\]

Clearly, if \(s = 0\) and if the initial condition is constant on the toroidal surfaces, then, if assuming coherent boundary conditions, the solution of the diffusion problem remains constant. One can make this test case more convincing by choosing an appropriate source term \(s\) so that the exact solution is unsteady and non axisymmetric. Details are provided in Appendix B.

![Figure 1: Time-variation of the error for \(n_{el} = 18^2\) and different values of \(N\) (at left). Error with respect to \(N\) for different values of \(n_{el}\) (at right).](image)

Computations have been carried out for \(\kappa_\parallel = 1\) in the torus of cross section \((3, 4) \times (-1, 1)\) and in the time interval \((0, 1)\), with exact solution and source term:

\[
u(r, \theta, z, t) = \exp\left(-2\left((r - r_0)^2 + z^2\right)\right) \sin \theta \sin \left(\frac{\pi t}{2}\right), \quad s = -\frac{\kappa_\parallel}{B^2r^4} \sin \left(\frac{\pi t}{2}\right) \partial_r^2 u + \frac{\pi}{2} \cos \left(\frac{\pi t}{2}\right) u.
\]
This exact solution is used to define the initial condition and Dirichlet boundary conditions. The discretization of the square section is uniform and makes use of \( n_{el} \in \{12^2, 18^2, 24^2\} \) elements with polynomial approximation of degree \( N \in \{2, 4, 6, 8\} \) in each of them. In toroidal direction there is no Fourier approximation error since the variation of \( u \) is sinusoidal (in practice the \( \theta \)-step equals \( \pi/2 \)). The time-step \( \delta t = 2 \times 10^{-5} \) is small, so that the RK4 approximation error is negligible. For \( n_{el} = 18^2 \), Fig. 1 (left) shows the evolution of the error (in the max norm) for the different values of \( N \). Their variations, at the final time \( t = 1 \), with respect to the polynomial degree \( N \) and for the different values of \( n_{el} \) are shown in Fig. 1 (right). A semi-log plot is used to clearly demonstrate the exponentially fast decrease of the error.

Thus, although the mesh is not aligned on the magnetic field lines very accurate results are obtained if using a high order approximation. One also observes that the expected increase in time of the error can be made very slow.

### 4.2. Numerical approximation of System II

In order to validate the algorithm used to approximate System II, we provide numerical simulations in a simplified geometry (slab configuration with a constant magnetic field) and with a constant density \( \rho \), so that the exact solution of the problem can be analytically computed, see Appendix C.1. In Cartesian coordinates, denoting by \((e_x, e_y, e_z)\) the canonical basis of \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), we assume that the magnetic field \( B = Be_y \) is constant and aligned with the \( y \)-axis, and that the initial data (ion and electron momentums \( q_{i,0}, q_{e,0} \)) belong to the \((x, z)\)-plane. In this case, System II ensures that \( q_i, q_e \in \text{span}\{e_x, e_z\} \) for all time and the 3D problem is reduced to the following 2D one:

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t q_i^{(z)} &= -w_i \alpha_i \partial_z \Psi - w_i B q_i^{(x)}, & s &\in \{i, e\}, \\
\partial_t q_e^{(z)} &= -w_e \alpha_e \partial_z \Psi + w_e B q_e^{(x)}, & s &\in \{i, e\}, \\
\partial_x (w_i q_i^{(x)} + w_e q_e^{(x)}) + \partial_z (w_i q_i^{(z)} + w_e q_e^{(z)}) &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

where \( q_i^{(z)} \) and \( q_e^{(z)} \) denotes the two components of the ion or electron momentum and \( \Psi \) stands for \( \rho U \). We supplement the system with the boundary condition

\[
(w_i q_i^{(x)} + w_e q_e^{(x)}) n^{(x)} + (w_i q_i^{(z)} + w_e q_e^{(z)}) n^{(z)} = 0,
\]

where \((n^{(x)}, n^{(z)})\) is the outward normal to the computational domain \( \Omega \).

The computational domain is the unit square \( \Omega = (0, 1)^2 \). We assume that \( e_i = -e_e \) and \( m_i = 1000 m_e \). The initial data are defined from the initial total momentum \( q_0 \) and the initial current \( j_0 \) by

\[
q_{i,0} = \frac{1}{w_i - w_e} (-w_e q_0 + j_0), \quad q_{e,0} = \frac{1}{w_i - w_e} (w_i q_0 - j_0),
\]
and we use the following expressions for \( q_0 \) and \( j_0 \):

\[
q_0^{(x)} = \frac{\partial_x \Psi_0}{B}, \quad q_0^{(z)} = -\frac{\partial_z \Psi_0}{B}, \quad j_0^{(x)} = 2 \sin(\pi x) \cos(\pi z), \quad j_0^{(z)} = -2 \cos(\pi x) \sin(\pi z),
\]

with \( \Psi_0 = B e^{-3(x-0.5)^2-9(z-0.5)^2} \). We can easily check that these initial data are compatible with the divergence free constraint and the boundary condition. The exact solution is given in Appendix C.1.

We perform numerical simulations using different uniform meshes with \( n_{el} \in \{4^2, 8^2, 16^2, 24^2\} \), different degrees of polynomial approximation \( N \in \{2, 4, 6, 8\} \) and different time steps \( \delta t = 2 \pi \sqrt{m_i/m_e}/B/n_{st} \) with \( n_{st} \in \{80, 240, 720\} \). The variations of the max norm of the error for \( q^{(x)}_0 \), at the final time \( t = 2 \pi \sqrt{m_e/m_i}/B \), with respect to the polynomial degree \( N \) are shown in Fig. 2, for the different values of \( n_{el} \) and for \( n_{st} = 240, 720 \). We obtain similar results for all the variables. The errors decrease when \( N \) increases until they reach a saturation value due to the time discretization. A semi-log plot is used to emphasize the exponentially fast decrease of the errors with respect to \( N \). Obviously, the saturation values are the same for all meshes and depend only on the time step. They are \( 1.57 \times 10^{-4}, 5.83 \times 10^{-6} \) and \( 2.16 \times 10^{-7} \) for the time steps obtained with \( n_{st} = 80, 240, 720 \), respectively. It demonstrates that the method is of order 3 in time, consistently with the third order DIRK scheme used for the time integration.

5. Preliminary investigations

We consider the JET tokamak which is located at Culham, UK, and operated by the Culham Centre for Fusion Energy. In Section 5.1, we describe precisely the physical problem we solve, that is the geometry and the magnetic field, the reference values used to get a dimensionless model, and the initial and boundary conditions. Some numerical results are given in Section 5.2. Our aim is not to carry out a realistic simulation which would require to use a parallel and optimized version of our code, but to illustrate the influence of the Braginskii closure and underline that the highest frequency of the system is intermediate between the ion and electron cyclotron frequencies, consistently with the theoretical study presented in Appendix C.

5.1. The physical problem

5.1.1. Geometry and magnetic field

The geometry of the edge part of the plasma, in the poloidal plane, together with a mesh aligned on the magnetic surfaces, was provided to us in the frame of collaborations with partners working on the MHD JOREK code [17]. Fig. 3 shows the computational domain and the mesh, which is composed of quadrangular elements. Using such a mesh, it is possible to implement the SEM using any polynomial approximation degree \( N > 1 \) in each element.

The magnetic field is also shown in Fig. 3. It is obtained with the JOREK software when solving the Grad-Shafranov equilibrium \( \nabla p = j \times B \). Such a computation provides the density \( \rho \), the (total) pressure \( p \), and the magnetic potential \( \psi \). For the poloidal component \( B_p \), one defines

\[
B_p = \frac{1}{r} \left( -\partial_z \psi, 0, \partial_r \psi \right),
\]

and one assumes, for the toroidal component: \( B_\theta = C/r \) (\( r \): dimensionless distance at the axis of the tokamak, \( C \): a constant equal to 3 in our simulations).

5.1.2. Nondimensionalization

Dimensionless values are hereafter systematically used. The values of reference quantities are chosen as follows:

- mass: \( m^* = m_i = 1.673 \times 10^{-27} \text{ kg} \) (proton mass),
- electric charge: \( e^* = -e_e = 1.6022 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C} \),
- length: \( l^* = 2 m \),
- particles density: \( n^* = 10^{19} m^{-3} \).
The other reference quantities are coherently defined:

- **density:** \( \rho^* = n^*m^* \),
- **velocity:** \( u^* = \sqrt{e^*T^*/m^*} \),
- **time:** \( t^* = l^*/u^* \),
- **current density:** \( j^* = n^*e^*u^* \),
- **magnetic field:** \( B^* = m^*u^*/(e^*l^*) \),
- **electric potential:** \( U^* = m^*u^*^2 \),
- **pressure, energy, viscous tensor:** \( p^* = \rho^*u^*^2 \),
- **heat flux density:** \( \varphi^* = \rho^*u^*^3 \).

### 5.1.3. Boundary conditions

At the internal surface of the computational domain, i.e. against the plasma core, we assume Dirichlet conditions for all variables, except the potential. They will be supposed constant in time and so defined by the initial conditions. Elsewhere, no boundary conditions are enforced for the density since the fluid is supposed to be only outgoing.

At the outer surface, excluding the targets, we assume free-slip like conditions for the ion and electron momentums. Thus, in the explicit part of the algorithm (System I, see Section 3), we enforce these vector fields to be tangent to the boundary. At this part of the outer surface, natural boundary conditions, i.e. homogeneous Neumann conditions, are used for the pressures.

At the targets, i.e. at the remaining parts of the outer surface where the magnetic lines impact the boundary, we use the so-called Bohm boundary conditions. In their simplest form, this means that one should have \( M^\parallel \geq 1 \), where \( M^\parallel \) is the ion parallel Mach number. More elaborate conditions are e.g. provided in [35, 45]. On the basis of investigations carried out on a one-dimensional “minimal transport model” [29], we control the ion velocity by varying the density and preserve the ion and electron momentums [39]. Moreover, in this simplified frame we also assume that the temperatures are preserved, so that the pressures vary like the density. Thus, with \( (\gamma, \text{ sound velocity}) \):

\[
M^\parallel 2 = \frac{(u_i \cdot b)^2}{c^2} = \frac{(q_i \cdot b)^2}{\gamma \alpha_i \rho^2 \sum s \alpha_s T_s / m_s},
\]

the algorithm is the following: If \( M^\parallel < 1 \), then set \( \rho := \rho / M^\parallel \) and \( p_s := p_s / M^\parallel \).

### 5.1.4. Initial conditions

To set up the initial conditions, we again start from a Grad-Shafranov equilibrium obtained with the JOREK software. The difficulty comes from the fact that one has to go from single fluid (axisymmetric)
results, say the density $\rho$ and the total pressure $p$, to two-fluid ones. Taking into account the electroneutrality assumption $\sum_s n_s e_s = 0$ yields: $\rho = \sum_s n_s m_s = n_i (m_i - m_e e_i/e_e)$ and thus the value of $n_i$. Then, knowing the total pressure $p = \sum_s p_s$ and assuming equal the ion and electron “temperatures”, $T_i$ and $T_e$, one obtains $p = \sum_s n_s T_s = n_i T_i (1 - e_i/e_e)$, which yields the value of $T_i (= T_e)$. Visualizations of the density and of the temperature at the initial time are given in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Density $\rho$ (at left) and temperature $T_i = T_e$ (at right), at $t = 0$.

To compute the momentums at $t = 0$, one first defines the current. When taking into account the axisymmetry of the magnetic field $B$ and the assumption $B_\theta = C/r$, from the Ampère theorem one finds that the current $j$ is azimuthal:

$$j \propto \nabla \times B = (\partial_z B_r - \partial_r B_z) e_\theta,$$

so that $\nabla \cdot j = 0$, i.e. $j$ is identically divergence free, and $j \cdot \nabla p = 0$, as desired. Then, we compute $j(t = 0)$, in such a way that the Grad-Shafranov equilibrium relation $\nabla p = j \times B$ is at best verified. From the minimization, at each grid-point, of the Euclidean norm of the residual one obtains:

$$j_\theta = \frac{1}{B_p^2} (B_2 \partial_r p - B_r \partial_2 p).$$

Then, we define the ion velocity, assuming: (i) $u_i = 0$ inside the separatrix and (ii) $u_i$ colinear to the magnetic field in the SOL: $u_i = u_{||} b$. The parallel velocity $u_{||}$ is defined by enforcing $M_{||} = \pm 1$ at the targets, and by assuming linear variations along the magnetic lines. One can then compute the ion momentum $q_i$.

The electron momentum $q_e$ is finally computed from the expression $j = \sum_s w_s q_s$.

5.2. Numerical results

To point out the influence of the Braginskii modeling, we compare the results obtained in the Euler approximation (simulation S0) to those obtained using the Braginskii closures (simulations S1 and S2). To make easier the computation, (i) as e.g. in [43] we use the heavy electron approximation $m_i/m_e = 100$, and (ii) the parallel transport coefficients of the ion and of the electron have been divided by 100 and by 500, respectively, in simulation S1, and by 10 and 50, in simulation S2.

Using the sequential version of the code, calculations have been done in an axisymmetric configuration, using 3417 spectral elements with polynomial approximation in each variable of degree $N = 3$. Then, the number of grid-points equals 31194 and one has 10 unknowns per grid-point. The dimensionless time-step
is taken equal to $\delta t = 5 \times 10^{-6}$ (reference time: $2.044 \times 10^{-5}$ s). The S0 and S1 computations have been done with 5 subcycles, see details in Section 3.1.1, whereas 50 subcycles have been used for the simulation S2. It should be noticed that the present space discretization is probably not sufficient. Indeed, the dimensionless ion Larmor radius is $O(1/B)$, with $B \equiv |B| = O(10^3)$ and the dimensionless surface of the computational domain equals $S = 0.7816$. Then, $SB^2 = O(10^6) \gg 31194$ grid-points are required to go at the scale of the ion Larmor radius. This is why the following results should be considered as preliminary ones. Moreover, it would be required to go farther in time to provide relevant comparisons with experimental or numerical results of the literature. We aim at addressing such more realistic simulations in next future using a parallel version of the code.

In all simulations, the density and pressures evolve weakly, so that the visualizations look like those in Fig. 4. More attentively, the main variations are observed in the immediate vicinity of the targets, where the Bohm conditions apply.

![Figure 5: Ion velocity (at left) and current density (at right) for the Euler computation, at $t = 0.02$. Colors are associated to the azimuthal component and arrows to the poloidal one.](image)

Visualizations of the ion velocity and of the current at $t = 0.02$ are provided for the Euler computation in Fig. 5. As expected, ions are outgoing at the targets and the current is essentially confined inside the separatrix. On animations of these fields, one observes high frequency oscillations of the poloidal components. Later on, these oscillations, that we do not associate to a turbulence phenomenon, die down and the system evolves with a much slower dynamics. Qualitatively, differences between the Euler and Braginskii computations are weak: when using the Braginskii closures, the vector fields are better aligned on the magnetic field, the oscillations are of weaker amplitude and more rapidly damped, especially for simulation S2.

Time variations are provided in Fig. 6, which shows the evolution at the point $(r = 1.25, z = 0.056)$ of the $z$-component of the ion momentum. The stabilizing effect of the Braginskii closures is noticeable, and is clearly more important when increasing the values of the parallel transport coefficients, i.e. is more important for simulation S2 than for S1. From these curves, especially from the zoom in Fig. 6 (right), one can discern that the oscillations in the poloidal plane are characterized by two dominant frequencies: $f_1 \approx 40$ and $f_2 \approx 3000$. At the considered point, one has $B = 2375$, so that the dimensionless ion cyclotron frequency equals $f_{ic} = Bc/(2\pi m_i) = B/(2\pi) \approx 378$. Keeping in mind that in the present computations $m_i = 100 m_e$, the dimensionless electron cyclotron frequency equals $f_{ec} = 100 f_{ic} = 37800$. At this point, it is of interest to compare such frequencies with the one obtained for the toy model considered in Appendix C. Clearly, the toy model frequency $f = B/(2\pi \sqrt{m_e/m_i}) = 3780$ is close to the high frequency $f_2 \approx 3000$ obtained in the simulations (at the considered point). Hence, from both the present simulations and the
simplified theoretical analysis, it turns out to be useless to capture the very high frequency associated to the electron cyclotron motion. The maximum value of the magnetic field $\max B \approx 2655$ can be associated to the maximum frequency $f \approx 4226$. Thus, contrarily to the space discretization, the time step $\delta t = 5 \times 10^{-6}$ used in the computations was certainly small enough. For the true ratio $m_i/m_e \approx 1836$, one can expect that it is enough to capture a frequency $f = \sqrt{m_i/m_e} f_{ic} \approx 42.8 \max(f_{ic})$.

Visualizations of the potential at time $t = 0.02$ are provided for the simulations S0 and S1 in Fig. 7. One can again observe the stabilizing effect of the Braginskii closures, since the space variations are of weaker amplitude for the Braginskii computation. On animations one observes a rotation motion of the potential extrema.

Profiles of different quantities, along horizontal and (approximately) vertical mesh lines issued from the X-point, at time $t = 0.1105$ and for the simulation S1 are shown in Fig. 8. Some of them, namely the total density, total pressure and toroidal ion velocity profiles have not significantly evolved during the simulation. Clearly, the $z$-profiles do not show the pedestral shape typical of the High (H) mode regime and thus point out a Low (L) mode regime. Comparisons with experimental or numerical results of the literature, e.g. with the quasi-steady state regimes reported for the lower X-point configuration in [3], could be of great interest,
Figure 8: Profiles of the ion velocity components (top) and of the potential, the total density and pressure (bottom), along an horizontal line (at left) and an (approximately) vertical line (at right) issued from the X-point, at time \( t = 0.1105 \). The X is point is located at \((x = 1.527, z = -0.639)\). For the \( x \)-profiles small quantities are multiplied by 10.

but it would be required to use a finer grid and to go farther in time to provide a relevant analysis.

6. Conclusion

A Fourier-SEM solver has been developed to solve the Braginskii system with the electrostatic assumption, and preliminary results have been presented for the JET tokamak configuration. A parallel version of the code, that makes use of a domain decomposition both in the poloidal plane and in the azimuthal direction, is close to be operational. This will allow, in next future, to carry out more relevant simulations and to provide comparisons with various other codes, including MHD codes. Some difficulties however remain: especially, we have used the heavy electron approximation and the parallel transport coefficients have been lowered; Also, one may think that more involved Bohm conditions are required (temperature dependent, more stable at the targets ends) to obtain fully reliable results.

A major extension to the present model would be to include the Maxwell equations. The electrostatic approximation, which assumes that the magnetic field is frozen, is only valid for the shortest time-scales. This may be satisfactory to exhibit the L-H transition but excludes the MHD underlying physics, which is of major importance to describe the instabilities (Edge-Localized Modes) that usually develop from the separatrix inside the SOL.

An extension of interest would be to include neutrals, since neutrals mainly provide source or sink terms to the physics of charged particles. This could be rather easy to do if a fluid approximation is also used for neutrals. The coupling with neutral transport code like EIRENE [41] can also be considered, since such a coupling has already been realized for two fluid turbulence codes [11].

Another extension of the present work could include the coupling with multi-species or single species codes, e.g. to avoid the drift velocity approximation only where required. Concerning the modelling, the route to go from the kinetic equations to various fluid approximations, especially MHD and extended MHD, is well known. From the numerical implementation point of view it would be of course simpler to look for a coupling with codes using similar numerical methods, i.e. also based on finite element type approximations in the poloidal plane and Fourier expansion in toroidal direction, e.g. JOREK or NIMROD.
Appendix A. Proof of (3)

We aimed at deriving an explicit expression of \( A_s = (\mathbb{I} + a \delta t w_s BM_b)^{-1} \). Let us set \( \gamma_s = a \delta t w_s \) and consider \( u = A_s v \) then we have:

\[
v = u - \gamma_s u \times B \quad \text{and} \quad u = v + \gamma_s u \times B.
\]

Hence, from the last equality we can deduce that:

\[
u \cdot B = v \cdot B, \quad u \times B = v \times B - \gamma_s B \times (u \times B).
\]

Bearing in mind that \( B \times (u \times B) \equiv u(B \cdot B) - B(B \cdot u) \), we find:

\[
u \times B = v \times B - \gamma_s B^2 u + \gamma_s B(B \cdot v),
\]

so that we have:

\[
(1 + \gamma_s^2 B^2) u = v + \gamma_s v \times B + \gamma_s^2 B(B \cdot v) = (\mathbb{I} - \gamma_s BM_b + \gamma_s^2 B \otimes B)v.
\]

This prove (3).

Appendix B. Anisotropic diffusion test case

If the initial condition is constant on the magnetic surfaces associated to (6) and if the diffusion is purely parallel, \( i.e. \) such that \( \kappa_{\perp}/\kappa_{\parallel} = 0 \), then the exact solution, say \( u_o \), remains equal to the initial condition since \( \nabla \cdot K \nabla u_o = 0 \).

We assume now the following polar variation of the exact solution: \( u = u_o f(\theta) \), where \( f(\theta) \) is a smooth \( 2\pi \)-periodic function. Since \( B_\theta = 1/r \), one finds for the diffusion flux density \( \varphi = -K \nabla u \):

\[
\varphi = f(\theta)\varphi_o - \frac{\kappa_{\parallel}}{B^2 r^2} f'(\theta) u_o B
\]

where \( \varphi_o = -K \nabla u_o \) and \( f' \) is the first derivative of \( f \).

Now one must look at the \( \nabla \cdot \varphi \) term. Clearly, one has \( \nabla \cdot \varphi_o = 0 \) and since on the toroidal surfaces (where the diffusion takes place) \( B^2 r^2 \) is constant, one finds:

\[
\nabla \cdot \varphi = -\frac{\kappa_{\parallel}}{B^2 r^4} f''(\theta) u_o
\]

with \( f'' \) for the second derivative of \( f \).

Let us assume that the exact solution is time dependent such that: \( u = u_o f(\theta) g(t) \). Then the source term is:

\[
s(r, \theta, z) = u_o f(\theta) g'(t) - \frac{\kappa_{\parallel}}{B^2 r^4} f''(\theta) u_o g(t).
\]

If choosing \( u_o = \exp(-2((r - r_0)^2 + z^2)) \), \( f(\theta) = \sin \theta \) and \( g(t) = \sin(\pi t/2) \) one obtains (7).

Appendix C. Study of a simplified model

We address in this section the following toy model:

\[
\begin{cases}
\rho \equiv \text{constant}, \\
\partial_t q_s = -w_s \alpha_s \rho \nabla U + w_s q_s \times B, \quad s \in \{i, e\}, \\
\nabla \cdot (w_i q_i + w_e q_e) = 0.
\end{cases}
\]
We aimed at (i) learning some information about the influence of the divergence-free constraint $\nabla \cdot (w_i q_i + w_e q_e) = 0$ on the behavior of $q_i$ and $q_e$ (see Section Appendix C.1), (ii) understanding how the solution of this toy model can be approximated by a projection method (see Section Appendix C.2).

Let us assume that $e_i = -e_e$ and introduce the ratio $\varepsilon = m_e/m_i$. The (dimensionless) values of the coefficients $w_i$ and $\alpha_e$ can be expressed in terms of $\varepsilon$: $w_i = 1$, $w_e = -1/\varepsilon$, $\alpha_i = 1/(1 + \varepsilon)$, $\alpha_e = \varepsilon/(1 + \varepsilon)$, and the above system can be recasted using the total momentum $q = q_i + q_e$, the current $j = w_i q_i + w_e q_e$, and $\Psi = \rho U$:

$$\begin{cases} 
\partial_t q = j \times B, \\
\varepsilon \partial_t j + \nabla \Psi = \left(q - (1 - \varepsilon)j\right) \times B, \\
\nabla \cdot j = 0.
\end{cases} \quad (C.1)$$

To make the calculation easy, we assume that the problem is solved in a smooth bounded 2D domain $\Omega$ and $\Psi = \rho U$

We aimed at (i) learning some information about the influence of the divergence-free constraint $\nabla \cdot q = 0$ on the behavior of $q$ and $\Psi = \rho U$, (ii) understanding how the solution of this toy model can be approximated by a projection method (see Section Appendix C.2).

Finally, the system is supplemented with the boundary condition $j \cdot n = 0$ on the whole boundary.

Appendix C.1. Exact solutions of model (C.1)

The first observation is that the boundary condition imposed on $j$ implies a boundary condition for $q$. Indeed, from the first equation of (C.1) and the last equality of (C.2) we obtain:

$$\partial_t (q \cdot \tau) = -B \cdot j \cdot n = 0, \quad \text{on the boundary.}$$

It means that the boundary condition $q \cdot \tau = q_0 \cdot \tau$ ($q_0$ for the initial state) is implicitly enforced.

Due to these boundary conditions, the vectors $j$ and $q$ are entirely determined by their divergence and rotational (considered as a scalar). Let us denote $d_j = \nabla \cdot j$, $r_j = \nabla \times j$, $d_q = \nabla \cdot q$ and $r_q = \nabla \times q$. By taking the divergence and the rotational of the two first equations of system (C.1) and bearing in mind that $\nabla \cdot j = 0$, we find:

$$\begin{align*}
\partial_t d_q &= B \cdot r_j; \quad (C.3) \\
\partial_t r_q &= 0; \quad (C.4) \varepsilon \partial_t r_j &= -B \cdot d_q; \quad (C.5) \\
d_j &= 0. \quad (C.6)
\end{align*}$$

Thus, the system of PDEs (C.1) is replaced by a set of systems of ODEs (a system for each point of $\Omega$). Each of them can be readily solved. Combining the time derivative of (C.5) and the equation (C.3), we obtain:

$$\partial_t r_j = -\frac{B^2}{\varepsilon} r_j.$$

This allows to find the exact expressions of $r_j$ and $d_q$:

$$r_j = r_{j0} \cos \left(\frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon} t}\right) - \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon}} d_q \sin \left(\frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon} t}\right),$$

$$d_q = \frac{B^2}{\varepsilon} r_j.$$
\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{q} &= \sqrt{\varepsilon} j_0 \sin \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon}} t \right) + \dot{q}_0 \cos \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon}} t \right).
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, from their divergence and rotational we can go back to \( j \) and \( q \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{j} &= j_0 \cos \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon}} t \right) + \frac{1}{B} \left[ q_0 \times B - \nabla \bar{\Psi}_0 \right] \sin \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon}} t \right), \\
\dot{q} &= q_0 + \left[ j_0 \frac{\sqrt{\varepsilon}}{B} \sin \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon}} t \right) - \frac{1}{B^2} \left[ q_0 \times B - \nabla \bar{\Psi}_0 \right] \cos \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon}} t \right) - 1 \right] \times B,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \bar{\Psi}_0 \) is defined as the solution of:

\[
\begin{align*}
- \Delta \bar{\Psi}_0 &= - \nabla \cdot (q_0 \times B), \\
\nabla \bar{\Psi}_0 \cdot n &= (q_0 \times B) \cdot n, \quad \text{on the boundary.}
\end{align*}
\]

Hence, both ion and electron quantities have a periodic behavior with the same angular frequency \( B/\sqrt{\varepsilon} \). This unexpected analysis points out the influence of the electroneutrality, since if discarding the divergence free constraint we would obtain oscillations with angular frequency \( B \) for the ions, and \( B/\varepsilon \) for the electrons. For numerical applications, this means that it is not needed to resolve the electron cyclotron frequency to obtain accurate approximations of system (C.1).

Appendix C.2. Projection method

Following the same lines, we can analyze the projection method for the problem (C.1). First, let us note that the term \( (1 - \varepsilon) j \times B \) in the right-hand-side of the second equation of (C.1) plays no role in the previous analysis (at least in the derivation of the exact expression for \( q \) and \( j \)). Indeed, in our simplified geometry this term is irrotational (since the current is divergence free) and, consequently, could be included in the definition of the potential \( \Psi \). For this reason, in the sequel we introduce an additional coefficient \( \mu \) and write the system as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t q &= j \times B, \\
\varepsilon \partial_t j + \nabla \Psi &= \left( q - (1 - \mu) j \right) \times B, \\
\nabla \cdot j &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The system (C.1) considered previously corresponds to \( \mu = \varepsilon \). However, since the solutions \( j \) and \( q \) of the system (C.8) are the same for any values of \( \mu \), for the sake of simplicity we will consider the value \( \mu = 1 \) at the end of this section.

The projection method starts from the exact initial states \( q^0 = q_0 \) and \( j^0 = j_0 \). Then, assuming given the states \( q^k \) and \( j^k \) at the time \( t_k = k \delta t \), the algorithm to define \( q^{k+1} \) and \( j^{k+1} \) writes in two steps:

- in the first step, we compute predicted quantities \( \hat{q} \) and \( \hat{j} \) discarding the divergence free constraint, that is we solve the system:

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t q &= j \times B, \\
\varepsilon \partial_t j + \nabla \Psi &= \left( q - (1 - \mu) j \right) \times B, \\
\nabla \cdot j &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

on one time step. No boundary condition are needed at this step.

- then, starting from the predicted quantities \( \hat{q} \) and \( \hat{j} \), we compute the electric potential \( \Psi^{k+1} \), the end-of-step current \( j^{k+1} \) and total momentum \( q^{k+1} \) by solving on one time step:

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t q &= 0, \\
\varepsilon \partial_t j + \nabla \Psi &= 0, \\
\nabla \cdot j &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The boundary condition \( j \cdot n = 0 \) is enforced at this step.
As in the previous section, these two steps can be written using the variables $d_j = \nabla \cdot j$, $r_j = \nabla \times j$, $d_q = \nabla \cdot q$ and $r_q = \nabla \times q$. The prediction step writes:

$$\begin{align*}
\partial_t r_q &= -B d_j, \\
\partial_t d_q &= B r_j, \\
\varepsilon \partial_t r_j &= -B \left( d_q - (1 - \mu) d_j \right), \\
\varepsilon \partial_t d_j &= B \left( r_q - (1 - \mu) r_j \right),
\end{align*}$$

(C.11)

whereas the correction step writes

$$\partial_t r_q = 0, \quad \partial_t d_q = 0, \quad \partial_t r_j = 0, \quad d_j = 0.$$

Thus, the correction step consists of setting $d_j$ to zero while preserving the quantities $r_q$, $d_q$ and $r_j$. It means that if we manage to eliminate $d_j$ from the system (C.11), we will obtain the system effectively solved for $r_q$, $d_q$, and $r_j$ when using the projection method. To this end, we take the time derivative of the equations on $r_q$ and $r_j$, and replace $\partial_t d_j$ by its expression as a function of $r_q$ and $r_j$. Finally, the projection method consists of solving the following system at each time step:

$$\begin{align*}
\partial_{tt} r_q &= -\frac{B^2}{\varepsilon} \left( r_q - (1 - \mu) r_j \right), \\
\partial_{tt} r_j &= -\frac{B^2}{\varepsilon} \left( \varepsilon r_j - (1 - \mu) \left(r_q - (1 - \mu) r_j\right) \right), \\
\partial_t d_q &= B r_j, \\
d_j &= 0.
\end{align*}$$

(C.12)

The initial conditions at time $t_k = k\delta t$ associated to this system are defined from the given state $j^k$, $q^k$. Since we have now second order equations in time, it is needed to define initial conditions for $\partial_t r_q$ and $\partial_t r_j$. Because at the beginning of the time step $d_j$ is zero, we obtain the following initial conditions from system (C.11):

$$r_q(t_k) = r_q^k, \quad r_j(t_k) = r_j^k, \quad d_q(t_k) = d_q^k, \quad \partial_t r_q(t_k) = 0, \quad \partial_t r_j(t_k) = -\frac{B}{\varepsilon} d_q^k.$$

This system can be compared to the system (C.3)–(C.6) putting in light the splitting error. First, one observes that, contrarily to what happens for exact solution of (C.8), here the term $(1 - \mu) j \times B$ plays a role. Even if the system (C.12) can be explicitly solved in the case where $\mu = \varepsilon$, it is quite cumbersome to carry out the explicit form of the splitting errors in this case. However, we can easily go further if $\mu = 1$, since in this case the system writes:

$$\begin{align*}
\partial_{tt} r_q &= -\frac{B^2}{\varepsilon} r_q, \\
\partial_{tt} r_j &= -\frac{B^2}{\varepsilon} r_j, \\
\partial_t d_q &= B r_j, \\
d_j &= 0.
\end{align*}$$

so that, the quantities $r_j$, $d_q$, $d_j$ may be accurately computed, whereas a splitting error is observed on $r_q$:

$$r_q^e = r_q^0 \left[ \cos \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{\varepsilon}} \delta t \right) \right]^k.$$

Thus, for small time step $\delta t$, the splitting error at a given time $T > 0$ behaves like $B^2/(2\varepsilon)T\delta t$. It is of order 1, as expected for the (non incremental) projection method, but more significantly the constant $B^2/(2\varepsilon)$ is
in practice large. Because the magnetic field is strong, it turns out that the projection method for system (C.8) leads to an important splitting error even for the very small time step \( \delta t = 2\pi \varepsilon / B \), that is associated to the electron cyclotron period.
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